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DECEmBER CALENDAR 

Special Programs do not require registration beforehand.

December

Thu 6 - Special Program: Viewpoints Discussion Group, with Hy Edelstein, 12:30–2:00 p.m., 

Highland Valley Elder Services, 320 Riverside, Florence. Contact: Hy Edelstein. 

Thu 6 - Curriculum Committee meeting, 2:15–4:15, Five Colleges, Inc. HQ, Amherst

Fri 7 - Special Program: Opera Prep with Peggy Bedell: Verdi’s Un Ballo in Maschera, 1:30–2:30,

The Community Room, Northampton Lathrop. [The performance is at Cinemark (Hadley), 

on Saturday, December 8th.] Contact: Peggy Bedell (see page 8)

Fri 7 - Special Program: French conversation, 1:30–3:30 p.m., Applewood at  Amherst. 

Contact: Judith Pool This is the last meeting till February. Next meeting: February 1st.

Fri 7 - Special Program: Conversational Italian, 1:30–3:30 p.m., Quigley Room, Newman Center

at UMass, 472 North Pleasant Street, Amherst. Contacts: Dean Poli and Zina Tillona. 

This is the last meeting of the semester! 

Mon 10 - Close of registration for inclusion in any lottery for spring seminars. 
You may continue to register for seminars after this date.

Thu 12 - Council meeting, 2:15–4:15, Five Colleges, Inc. HQ, Amherst

Fri 14 - Special Program: Opera Prep with Peggy Bedell: Verdi’s Aida, 1:30–2:30, Community 

Room, Northampton Lathrop. [The performance is at Cinemark (Hadley), on Saturday, 15th 

December.] Contact: Peggy Bedell No need to register! (see page 8)

Fri 14 - LOTTERY for oversubscribed seminars. Results will be sent out the following week.

Thur 20 - Special Program: Science Roundtable - “Sudden and Swift: Extreme Movement In 

Biology,” presented by Dr. Sheila Patek, Associate Professor at UMass, 2:00–3:30 p.m., 

The Meeting House, Northampton Lathrop. Contact: Dottie Rosenthal No need to register, 

but contact Dottie to be added to the email list (see page 4)

5CLIR



Letter from the President, Jim Harvey

Over the Thanksgiving holidays I got to thinking about the various people who

contribute to the success of 5CLIR and to whom we owe a debt of gratitude.  I

can’t mention everyone, but here is a partial list. 

Elsewhere in this newsletter is an article announcing the most generous bequest

by the Swanson Family Trust, established by Carl and Dorothy Swanson.   Not

only did they give $10,000, but also they had a major role in creating 5CLIR.  We

owe them our thanks, as well as the others that, over the years, have worked to

provide a way for retirees to pursue their love of learning. 

There are many present members that also contribute greatly toward maintaining

and improving our organization. Those that have served on our Council and those

on committees also deserve our thanks.  They are too numerous to list here, but

they are vital to our operation. (The current ones are listed on our website

5clir.org.) We should also add all those who have moderated seminars, since

they are crucial to the success of our seminar program. 

Finally I would like to give a special acknowledgment to those who keep our office

running.   Callie Orszak, our very competent office manager, performs many 

essential tasks with energy and a friendly smile. She acts as our contact person

for potential members, gives support to committees, maintains our database and

keeps track of myriad details that keep things running smoothly.  She is assisted

by a loyal group of volunteers who act as substitutes and help when the workload

is too much for one person.  I want to particularly mention Sara Wright, Laura

Cranshaw, Joice Gare, and Mary Franks, who have been faithful office volunteers

for years, giving many hours to keep the office running smoothly.

So you see, we have many to thank for making 5CLIR possible. We are all the

richer for their contributions. 
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Ruth Hooke, LIR Member, Honored

On March 14, 2013, Ruth will receive the "Standing On Her Shoulders" award

from the Women's Fund of Western Massachusetts for her work  with women

and girls during her career. One of her major achievements was the founding, in

1970, of Project Second Start – a program for under-educated women – in 

Concord, NH. Ruth and her colleagues taught every level from basic illiterates

to those preparing to take the GED (high school equivalency). The program is

still going strong.  Ruth also worked with many older women and men in the 

University Without Walls at UMass, both teaching and advising. Congratulations!

Nancy Frazier has sell-out success at Barnes & Noble

Barnes and Noble sponsored a book signing for LIR member Nancy Frazier for her

new book, I Lobster. The book evolved from a PowerPoint presentation by Nancy:

"Lobsters in Art," given in the seminar "The Secret Life of Lobsters" co-moderated by

Nina and Jim Scott in the fall of 2006.  Nancy was a writer and editor for the Daily

Hampshire Gazette.

Nina, author Nancy, and Jim in their “lobster uniforms” at Barnes and Noble.

All 20+ books were sold in the first hour of the book signing session! 

-- Photo courtesy of Jack Frazier
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SCIENCE ROUNDTABLE 

Sudden and Swift: Extreme Movement In Biology

At the next session of the Science Roundtable on December 20, Dr. Sheila Patek,

an Associate Professor at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, will speak on

her frontier research on the study of fast actions in living organisms. According to

Dr. Patek, “From exploding fungi to spearing shrimp, fast movements in biology

are generated through a set of core physical principles.” She will illustrate these

movements with a special focus on marine predators, mantis shrimp, and jaw-

jumping trap-jaw ants.

Dr. Patek received her Bachelor’s Degree in Biology from Harvard University and

her Ph.D. in Biology from Duke University. She has received several academic 

honors as well as the Brilliant 10 Award from Popular Science Magazine. Her 

research has been funded by the National Science Foundation, National Geographic

Society, Hellman Family Foundation, Armstrong Fund for Science, Beckman 

Institute for Advanced Science and Technology, and others.

Dr. Patek’s presentation will take place at the Meeting House at Lathrop in

Northampton on Bridge Road from 2:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. If you are on the mailing

list for the Science Roundtable, you will receive some suggestions for reading about

the subject prior to December 20. If you are not on the mailing list and would like

to be, please contact Dottie Rosenthal or John Armstrong. 

Plans are underway for the spring 2013 sessions of the Science Roundtable, which

will be held at the same location on February 21, March 21, April 18, and May 16.

If there are any science topics that you would like to see on the schedule, please

contact John or Dottie. All members of Learning in Retirement are welcome.

The 5CLIR Reporter is published by Five College Learning in Retirement, Room 9, Mason Hall,

Smith College, MA  01063. www.5clir.org tel: 585-3756.   email: 5clir@smith.edu

Articles and pictures should be emailed to the Editor: Callie Kendall Orszak.
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Generous Bequest to 5CLIR

Recently 5ClIR was the beneficiary of a very generous bequest of $10,000 from the

Swanson Family Trust, created by Carl and Dorothy Swanson, founding 

members of LIR. This money will be invested in our new Fund for The Future, 

announced last month, in memory of their long and enthusiastic commitment to Five

College Learning in Retirement. 

Bob and Ann Grose were good friends of the Swansons.  Ann writes: 

“Carl Swanson was a professor of Botany at Johns Hopkins before he and Dot moved to Amherst in

1971 where he taught Botany at the University of Massachusetts. They moved to Applewood on 

September 6, 1991 as the first residents. Dot had the idea about having a retirement community in

Amherst.  She arranged the first meeting with Carl leading it; he became Chair of the Board.

“Carl also had a vision for a program like Learning in Retirement.  He and a small group studied this

opportunity and he was instrumental in starting and leading Learning in Retirement.  One of the 

seminars that he moderated was "Seeds of Change" which was my first seminar.  He was a great

leader and wonderful friend.  Dot was active in LIR also, as well as weaving at the Hill Institute.  She

was a talented seamstress and worked with fine textiles and draperies at Old Deerfield. 

“We all loved Dot and Carl so very much and it was with great sadness that he died at age 85.  Dot

continued to be a vibrant, caring resident at Applewood until her 90s.  They enriched the lives of all

of us in LIR and Applewood.”

The Swansons’ daughter, Ann Swanson Stern, adds: 

“My father was a 20th-century Renaissance man in many ways.  He majored in English as an 

undergraduate at Mass Aggie and was widely read in many areas of literature. I have memories of

lively dinner conversations, ranging from discussions of the poetry of Elizabeth Barrett Browning to

articles from Scientific American. He was a speaker, with Robert Frost, at a meeting of the Thoreau

Society.

“He carved beautiful ducks out of marble and wood, wove Nantucket-style baskets, and loved 

gardening. He and my mother traveled the world visiting gardens.

“My mother, Dorothy Swanson, was a remarkable woman. She taught first grade for many years at

Calvert School in Baltimore and wrote curriculum for the school’s home schooling program for families

traveling abroad.”

We are grateful for the contributions of this fine couple and greatly appreciate their

generosity. --- Jim Harvey
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Sex, Love, and Politics in Mexican Renaissance Art

Participants in “Sex, Love, and Politics in Mexican Renaissance Art,” a seminar on the
muralist movement, culminated their study of Mexican painters and photographers with
a visit to Baker Library at Dartmouth College to view one of Dartmouth’s greatest 
treasures:  “The Epic of American Civilization” by Jose Clemente Orozco, 1932–34. 

The stunning 3000-square-foot mural represents the most ambitious public work 
undertaken by the renowned Mexican muralist during his years in the United States.
Orozco conceived of the mural, not as a narrative, but as a work structured around  an
“American idea,” a continent characterized by the duality of indigenous and European
experience.

A lunch in Hanover at the Canoe Club, a place filled with college rowing memorabilia,
preceded the tour of the murals in the Research room at Baker.

---Honoré David, co-moderator

Sally Lawton with The Coming of Quetzalcoatl

(right) behind her.

-- photographs courtesy of Ellen Kosmer, 

co-moderator  

Honoré David, Naomi Yanis, Ruth Hooke

(foreground), and Julie Schlobohm listen to

the docent. The mural behind them, from left:

The Pre-Columbian Golden Age to right: The

Departure of Quetzalcoatl (white figure with

arm extended).
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From the Metropolitan Opera  

December 2012  Live in HD Schedule

Peggy Bedell’s OPERA PREP is on Friday, the day before the opera:

Northampton Lathrop Community Room, 1:30–2:30 p.m.
Date of

Performance

December 8    Verdi’s Un Ballo in Maschera.  A new production, dirtected by 

David Alden.  Marcello Alvarez stars as the king, Karita Mattila is 

Amelia,  Dmitri Hvorostovsky is her suspicious husband, Kathleen Kim is 

Oscar, the page, and Stephanie Blythe is the fortune-teller Ulrica. Fabio 

Luisi conducts.

December 15  Verdi’s Aida with Liudmyla Monastyrska  in the title role,  Roberto 

Alagna as Radames and Olga Borodina as Amneris.  Fabio Luisi conducts

Opera Preparation – Peg Bedell, facilitator 

(from the Special Programs catalog)

A series of HD video productions of operas performed at the Metropolitan Opera will be

shown at the Hadley Cinemark theater on Saturday afternoons. In preparation for seeing

(and hearing) them, Peg Bedell will offer an introduction to each opera on the preceding

Friday. Anyone interested may attend any session. For more information, contact Peg. 

Member Services Committee 

Seeking Additional Hosts

The Member Services Committee is seeking additional hosts for the March 23, 2013, LIR
potluck brunches.  If you would like to know your fellow-LIR members better and have
space for 12 or so guests, please contact 

Henny Lewin OR Eva Sartori 

The committee will be meeting in January to prepare guest lists for each location. Hosts will
then invite guests and suggest a potluck dish to bring to the brunch.  Hosts usually provide
beverages.  Our aim is to include everyone in this event which members have always found
enjoyable.
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So, how do all them buttons work, anyway?
Seminar photographs by Chuck Gillies

Judith Averill hands her camera to Paul Berman, co-moderator of the seminar “How

do all them buttons work?”

Isolde Stein looks on while Pete Reitt, the other half of the co-moderating team,

shows Joice Gare how some of “them buttons” work on the back of her camera.
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The seminar at work...another photograph by Chuck Gillies

Storytelling

photograph and story by Nina Scott

To celebrate the end of our "Storytelling" seminar, several of us partook of a potluck lunch at

Nina and Jim Scott's house.  From left to right: Arnold Friedmann, Ina Luadke, Nan

Wiegersma, Betsy Loughran, Ramona Stylos.  Arnold had said at the beginning of the course

that he took it to get to know more about the personal life of other 5CLIR members before he

found out all sorts of marvelous things about them at the memorial service and regretted

never having gotten to know them while there was still time. We certainly achieved that in

this course. There was a lot of laughter as well as rich, shared memories.



At the Spring Preview, Chuck Gillies was to be found behind

the lens of his new camera...no doubt he stopped at this table hoping for a

cheese sample from Syma Meyer and Ellen Kosmer..
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Julie Abramson joined

LIR the day after the

preview!

John Martin discusses the finer

points of Anthony Trollope’s works

with moderator Claire Sherr, who

looks a little skeptical...
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...but I guess it turned out all right.

Ann Martin explores retirement options with Nina Scott and co-moderator

Betsy Loughran.
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Co-Chairs of the Curriculum Committee at work: Marybeth Bridegam chats with

Janet and Johan Brongers (above), while Carol Jolly (below, in red sweater), ensures

the moderators have a chance to take a break and have some refreshments.

The Brongers study the seminar catalog.
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Are you planning your summer vacation?

Save mid- to late June for the LIR trip!

LIR has offered summer overnight trips for the last two years – to the Hudson Valley (Rockefeller

Mansion and art collection plus Storm King outdoor museum of contemporary sculptures, plus dinner

at the CIA in 2011) and to Maine and New Hampshire (Ogunquit American Art Museum & Gardens,

Portland Maine seaside and historic sites along with the Portland Art Museum, and the Currier 

Museum of Art in New Hampshire in 2012). These were enthusiastically received to the extent that

there has been a general request to do a two-overnight-trip that would permit our planning an itinerary

of slightly greater distance and content.

We are tentatively proposing a three-day, two-overnight trip for the upcoming summer of 2013,

and are seeking reactions to the timing and tentative itinerary. Please send your reactions via email

to Marybeth Bridegam or give her a phone call to chat about it. We are proposing that we do this trip

sometime in mid- to late June of 2013, and would go to Southwestern Pennsylvania to visit SOME of

the following for three days & two nights: 

* The Chadds Ford/Brandywine Valley area southwest of Philadelphia, including the Brandywine

Museum (filled with the works of three generations of Wyeths (N.C. Wyeth, Andrew Wyeth and Jamie

Wyeth), all of whom lived in the area near the museum. We would visit the home and studios of N.C.

Wyeth and Andrew Wyeth, where they lived and painted, as well as visit the nearby Kuerner Farm,

which was the subject of many of Andrew Wyeth’s paintings.

* One or two of the famous gardens in that area, chosen from Longwood Gardens (extensive 

gardens created around the mansion of the famous Dupont Family) – OR – Chanticleer Gardens

(created by the Rosengarten Family, whose pharmaceutical firm later became Merck & Co.; the 

Chanticleer Gardens have been called equivalents to the famed English gardens of Sissinghurst by

the garden columnist for the British publication The Financial Times) – OR – the gardens and historic

house of Winterthur (noted for its extensive and beautifully-displayed American historic furniture and

decorative arts).

* Wharton Esherick Museum, the unique home of the sculptor whose former home and studio is a

National Historic Landmark for Architecture with more than 200 of his works on exhibit there.

* Pennsbury Manor – former Georgian manor house of William Penn.

* Pearl S. Buck House – charming fieldstone farmhouse and former home of the internationally 

acclaimed author.

If you are interested in the trip, do keep in mind that it will almost surely take

place sometime during the last two weeks of June. Marybeth would be interested

in knowing your interests and preferences, from the above list of ideas.
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GREAT DECISIONS, 2013

EGYPT, POWER TO THE PEOPLE? 
What challenges does Morsi’s Islamist Egypt pose to the stability of the turbulent Middle
East, to Israel, to the U.S. and to his own people? Will democracy survive in the aftermath
to the Arab Spring?

LINE IN THE SAND: IRAN, ISRAEL AND THE BOMB  
For nearly a decade, Iran’s quest for nuclear capabilities has topped the global security 
concerns in Washington, Brussels and Tel Aviv. Why is a nuclear-armed Iran considered so
dangerous to the U.S. and Israeli interests, and what has prevented Iran from reaching a deal
year after year?

FEEDING THE DRAGON: CHINA IN AFRICA
Africa’s economies are booming like never before, thanks in large part to China. The global
giant is investing in infrastructure to tap into the continent’s resources – oil, minerals, and
the huge agricultural potential. Critics charge China with cozying up to dictators and ignoring
issues of human rights abuses and transparency. Others fear the U.S. is being left behind
and its influence in Africa is waning.

IMPERFECT UNION: THE EUROZONE IN CRISIS 
After World War II the leaders of Europe established closer economic ties to prevent future
continental conflict. Now, more than half a century later, the EU faces the biggest financial
crisis in its history, and the future of the Eurozone itself is under question. What is preventing
the world’s second-largest economy – and America’s largest trading partner – from pulling
itself out of recession?

THE INTERVENTION CALCULATION
The U.S., for better or worse, is often seen as the world’s policeman. But the question of
when to intervene in other nations’ affairs with military force has long stymied American
policymakers, from Serbia, Afghanistan and Iraq to Libya and Syria. Why do we intervene
in some conflicts and stand on the sidelines in others?

Fridays, 9:30 – 12:00 noon, April 5, 12, 19, 26; May 3

Northampton Senior Center, 67 Conz Street          
Members: Series  $35;  Single tickets $10  ------  Non-Members: Series  $45;  Single tickets  $12.

Available after February 1, 2013 
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